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Executive Summary
Preliminary
In December 2017 the writer made a submission to TEMT regarding a proposed Return Canal (see
Appendix F). A more recent concept diagram of his was also made available and is included as Fig 37 of the
Evaluation Report. Dr Ian Kidd also made a submission for the same idea.
No contact was made with the writer for any clarification of any uncertainties or regarding background
information. Fig 36 of the Evaluation Report shows an alternative canal geometry, apparent attribution but
apparently based on one of four concept options in an earlier publication by Dr Kidd et al.
The purpose of the Return Canal is to redirect the former South Esk flow from the Tailrace back to the Yacht
Basin to locally dominate that of the tidal estuary and keep the Yacht Basin filled with clean, upstream water.
Figures 1 and 2 below are prima facie evidence for the virtual lake.

Figure 1 - 2003:- Yacht Basin with South Esk Flow

Figure 2 - 2013 Yacht Basin without such flow.

The picture in Figure 1 was taken by Gary Smedley at about high tide during a Trevallyn Power Station shut
down and a water release via the Gorge. The ʻvirtual lakeʼ is clearly defined. The one in Figure 2 was taken
by the writer at low tide in about 2013 and illustrates the effect of the absence of the ʻvirtual lakeʼ.
Tidal wetland restoration, while it is also a project that the writer and others support as an essential task in
sediment management, is not addressed in any detail in this response since it appears that the TEMT review
was broadly across and supportive of the idea at least to some degree.
The Evaluation Report authors adopted some wildly speculative interpretations of certain elements on the
writerʼs Return Canal concept drawing and then proceeded to construct a quite baseless and critical
narrative. This was then topped off with cost estimates that contained an apparent contingency margin of
some 60% of the itemized portions without further itemised attribution. The result is a $100 million budget by
the writerʼs estimate vs $250 million by the authors, put into the evaluation summary spreadsheet, its cost
categorized as “Very High”, coloured in dark red like an extreme heat wave zone on a weather map
TEMT Sediment Management Evaluation Report - Assessment Summary
The Evaluation Report seems to end up with its focus entirely upon the restoration of some wetlands as
evidenced by the content of the companion “Vision” document (i), the creation of a series of waterfront,
intertidal vegetation areas and waterfront walkways. This seems to derive from an NRM North desire that the
community ʻlearn to love the mudbanksʼ which has been almost weaponised into ʻlearn to love the mudʼ.
While notionally about sediment management, it seems to the writer the Evaluation Report is more about
political management of the issue to arrive at a pre-determined position of encouraging the community ʻlearn
to love the mudʼ.
It seems as if the status of the City and its citizens is entirely subordinate to that of the local remnant natural
environment and that reasonable compromise was not an acceptable option.
i) A draft vision for the future of the kanamaluke/Tamar Estuary, TEMT, June 2021.

Detailed Response
1
1.1

Overview
Introduction

The upper parts of the kanamaluka / Tamar estuary are adversely affected by three, major, man made
changes to the flow regime since European settlement. A fourth impact, to do with sewage discharge directly
into the waterway, is addressed by TasWater. Launceston is now living with the legacy of all four.
The first impact came from the construction of levees at the boundaries of the intertidal flats in the
Invermay/Inveresk area and the North Esk Valley. The second arose from the use of dredging to facilitate the
movement of larger and larger commercial vessels using the Port of Launceston, which was for much of the
material time period the major port for the State. The third was the diversion of the South Esk flow from
Cataract Gorge to the TrevallynPower Station to discharge downstream via the Tailrace near Ti Tree Bend.
Prospective solutions for the impacts are the focus of the TEMT remit and its Sediment Management
Evaluation Report which responds to the proposed Tailrace Return Canal in section 11 thereof.
Historically it seems clear from the balance of available evidence that there were no significant deposits of
ʻmudʼ in the Yacht Basin due to the effect of the ʻvirtual lakeʼ in keeping the turbid, tidal water out of the basin
via the flow rate of the South Esk vis a vis the size of the Yacht Basin. Figure 1 above illustrates this quite
clearly as do the photographs in Figures 3 to 7.
The basic mathematics of volume vs flow rate and time also support the proposition as does close inspection
of the foreshore now, particularly the upper range of the tide. The initial BMT WBM response to the Return
Canal proposal implied support for its prima facie effect.
The fact that there were swimming baths in the Yacht Basin on the Margaret St shore also suggests an
absence of ʻmudʼ as does the authoritive narrative of Joshua Slocum who visited the Yacht Basin circa 1900.
The only historical evidence suggesting ʻmudʼ being present such as it is now, is a “sketch” navigational map
from 1833. The weakness of its interpretation by TEMT is dealt with at B4. An Examiner article from 1946 is
also cited but this too seems to contain implicit contradictions regarding the ʻpro mudʼ construction.
The Tailrace Return Canal proposal was always an essential companion to the major North Esk wetlands
restorations where the latter was the tidal prism ʻgame changerʼ and the former focussed on restoring the
water quality and foreshore amenity to both the Yacht Basin and Seaport areas. The canal would also ʻtop up
ʼtidal prismʼ upstream from Home Reach and thus general sediment management outcomes downstream.
The ʻlearn to love the mudʼ mantra also has the potential to dilute the intention to progress the larger scale
wetland restoration options (e.g. in the Glebe area) leaving the smaller scale options outlined in the
Evaluation Report where the focus can then be more easily be on the ʻendangered speciesʼ, and other
ʻecologicalʼ aspects. This would distract from the greater tidal prism benefits of the larger scale options. It is
one thing to use the small projects as test exercises to optimize techniques for the larger scale projects but
quite another to see them presented as significant achievements somehow rendering the latter (politically)
redundant.
1.2

Apologies

Sorry to put non STEM type readers through some of the following but there are some basic technicalities
one needs to have perspective on for much of this issue to make proper sense. That said, the issue of
general understanding of the technicalities or the lack thereof is at the root of the current situation and why
the City is still having to belatedly deal with it.
1.3

Treatment of the Writer’s Submission

The complete lack of follow up consultation with the writer regarding his initial (2017) submission and the
more recent and misinterpreted concept drawing seems indicative of the quality of the “evaluation” of the
Return Canal concept. Taken together and insofar as they apply to the writerʼs submission to TEMT:i)
ii)•
iii)

iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

the general use of the phrase ʻlearn to love the mudʼ,
the extrapolation of the meaning of the word ʻmudʼ on the 1833 sketch map,
the inference of a physical weir being proposed by the writer in the Yacht Basin-Seaport area and its
constructive extrapolation yet the writerʼs 2017 submission clearly explained and evaluated the ʻvirtual lakeʼ
concept and included the photograph in Figure 1.
the misconstruction of flow direction indication arrows on the concept drawing
not checking distances between the canal discharge and TRC/Tamar Marine on a clearly scaled drawing,
not acknowledging the “Optional” status of some features on the same concept drawing
the confected costing total where some $100 million, some 60% of the Evaluation Reportʼs itemized estimate,
is added without any particular attribution.

viii) the assignment of excavation quantity and cost of removal of a canal option fully within the existing foreshore
while otherwise referring to the writerʼs concept which is clearly 60-75% in the existing Home Reach footprint.
ix) the massive over estimation (~2000%) of required fall for the canal to function and its extreme implications
x)
the selective reference to and ignoring of historical photographs to assert / imply the historical presence of
ʻmudʼ in the Yacht Basin and Seaport to the extent as in evidence today.
xii) the implied assertion that the lack of un-impacted historical bathymetric data is somehow evidence that what is
ʻnowʼ is also as it was ʻthenʼ,
xiii) dismissal of a series of value adding an potential social-economic benefits set out in the 2017 submission
evaluated as having “No Change” in social impact
xiv) evaluation of “No change” to “Extent of visible mud flats” in the YB contrary to WBM BMTʼs initial advice.

underpin the writerʼs substantive assessment of the Evaluation Report as, while lengthy, shallow and in all
honesty not an objective evaluation of the proposal. It appears to the writer to be something of a ʻfig leafʼ to
distract from the perception of a predetermined agenda outcome.
1.4

Conclusion and Questions

One is drawn to question the objectivity of at least some of the review team. There seems to be bias towards
focus on purely ʻenvironmentalʼ matters rather than sedimentation management which, given its title, is the
declared focus of the Evaluation Report. As it happens, such matters are the daily bread and butter issues
that some key review / evaluation team members and their associated organizations are otherwise focused
on. In the light of the list of errata listed above, what is one to make of that?
It is the writerʼs informed speculation that there has been the agenda of certain parties from the outset to
focus on a series of small wetland restorations on already publicly owned land, the construction of several
kilometres of waterfront walkways on piles and that those seeking improved utility and amenity for rowers,
kayakers, sailors and other parties including waterfront businesses can simply ʻlearn to love the mudʼ. There
seems clear evidence of this in the source and public dissemination of the ʻlearn to love the mudʼ idea.
Insofar as the Return Canal proposal is concerned, the writerʼs judgment of the Evaluation Report is that the
evaluation regime used seems to be somewhat subjective and based on crude categorization of outcomes
against seemingly vague criteria and one suspects contrived to deliver certain outcomes. Apparently, a
ʻvirtual lake in the Yacht Basin – Seaport providing clean water and beaches as well as the canal itself and a
possible kayak slalom course apparently will produce “No Change” in Social Impact. This is a feature that
BMT WBM advise had merit from the outset. Where is the promised modeling to support the “No Change”
evaluation?
Why was there:i) a 3 year gap between submissions in late 2017 and the start of the evaluation review earlier this year and
ii) no contact at all with this writer who submitted in 2017 and had his concept drawing included as Fig 37 in The
Report (just to be wildly misinterpreted)?

2

The Evaluation Report - Steps in the Right Direction

The Evaluation Report does appear to be committed to a positive outcome for sedimentation management in
the Tamar Estuary. Much of the ʻpositivityʼ seems to come from the associated companion document ”A draft
vision for the future of the kanamaluka/Tamar Estuary” with its graphics illustrating new waterfront walkways
and wetlands.
The Evaluation Report also acknowledges the loss of some 1,500,000 cubic metres of tidal prism in the
North Esk basin since European settlement, largely in the Glebe area
It also proposes restoration of significant portions of leveed off areas via two programs, restoring small local
pockets already publicly owned and also larger areas which are privately owned. Note that the Evaluation
Report delineates between levee removal and full wetland restoration and seems to rate the letter more
highly regarding sediment removal but it is not clear why. Sediment removal is primarily affected by the
reduction in tidal prism due to the installation of the levees which keep spring tidal flow off the former
wetlands and not by the particular flora etc on the areas in question. The levee removal certainly creates the
opportunity for the wetlands to be re-established ecologically which is a great outcome but it is not required
for sediment management and can take place over time.
Although geographically independent of the Return Canal proposal, such restorations, particularly the larger
ones if implemented, are complementary and compound positively with it and are also proposed by the writer
and others.

3

The Evaluation Report - Some Fundamental Misunderstandings

3.1

Sedimentation - Natural in Principle but Not in Current Quantity or Distribution

The mud per se is a natural occurrence but what is at issue is the quantity, rate of sedimentation and location
of its deposits. The other pertinent issue is that the Launceston waterfront is no longer a solely ʻnaturalʼ
feature but an interface between a significant human settlement and the now modified waterway.

The notion that the sedimentation (ʻthe mudʼ) present today is all just natural and therefore nothing can
reasonably mitigate its presence is simplistic, one dimensional and without any substantive support or
evidence that survives even basic scrutiny.
Leaving aside the anomalous Yacht Basin ʻvirtual lakeʼ the real issue is where is the main waterway
equilibrium balance point and that depends very much upon the volume of water that flows in and out on tidal
cycles, the ʻtidal prismʼ. Refer to Appendix B, B.1 Tidal Prism and Consequences for clarification of the
term and its significance.
Suffice to say, if tidal prism is artificially reduced by human action then the flow regime no longer acts as it
did historically, more sediment with settle out including in areas where it was not present hitherto. The main
channel will reduce in size until some new artificial equilibrium is reached. Imagine your 6 cylinder car
engine lost the use of two cylinders. In one sense it is a ʻnatural consequenceʼ of some occurrence but you
would hardly shrug your shoulders and ʻlearn to loveʼ your new, de-facto 4 cylinder engine let alone assume
there is no material change to its performance.
3.2

“Mud” - Some Basic Misunderstandings

As part of the advocacy of “learn to love the mud”, it is put by the Evaluation Report that the mud is entirely
natural and was always there in the upper estuary including in pre-settlement days. The implication seems to
be that it was present in the same quantities and same general locations as now evident with some
modifications such as the Seaport.
The “Sketch” Map

A ʻmapʼ is included in the report dated 1833 ( Fig 2 on page 29) and is also featured on NRM North Fact
Sheet 10 noted below. It is entitled as a ʻsketchʼ for the purposes of assisting navigation of the upper estuary.
On the sketch map is noted “mud” including on the eastern shore of the Yacht Basin and further downstream
in Home Reach. This has been focussed on by NRM North and the Review team as critical evidence that the
current ʻmudʼ is more or less the same as existed pre settlement, i.e. it is completely natural in type, location
and general quantity. The writer offers contrary evidence from about the same time.
For context consider the shipʼs log of the Lady Nelson over the period of her journey to the headwaters of the
Tamar in late 1804 and early 1805. On 7 occasions it was logged that the vessel went aground and had to
be kedged off, i.e. hauled off by winch using the ships anchor (aka a kedge). On one of these occasions (at 5
pm on 8th December 1804) it was logged they had “run on shore on a reef of rocks”. On the 6 other occasions
the bottom was logged as being “mud”. These other occasions occurred at West Arm (twice) , upstream and
up near the head of the estuary. The trouble is that down at West Arm the shallows are not “mud”. but are
sand banks since, being close to the ocean, the estuary shore and channel are formed by Bass Strait
sourced sand brought in on the tide and by wave action, not by flocculated silt from upstream.
So what is really in evidence here?
Seafarer Speak

The writer can attest that hull integrity as well as stability including after damage as well as firefighting and
life saving appliances are a keen focus for vessel designers and builders as well as operators. The material
issue for seafarers, both then and now, is vessel survivability as at any time it is fundamentally the seafarerʼs
life support platform and hull integrity of literally vital importance. On that basis, seafarers would likely not
care less whether the ʻsoftʼ bottom was ʻmudʼ, ʻsiltʼ, sandʼ or pebbles just that it was ʻsoftʼ and not ʻrocksʼ.
The writer can speak to this from personal experience going aground on actual mud in the Tamar, sand
banks and barways and near misses with reefs here and overseas. He imagines a large number of TYC and
PDYC members can also attest to such matters. He has been aground on the sand bar at the entrance to
West Arm, probably not far from where Lady Nelson logged her grounding. It is definitely sand and not mud.
The use of the word “mud” by the seafarers seems to the writer simply to be a generic term meaning ʻsoft
shallowsʼ as distinct from ʻrocksʼ or ʻreefʼ, i.e. ʻhardʼ or ʻdangerous shallowsʼ. Accordingly, the ʻsketchʼ map
touted as evidence of ʻmudʼ in its current form in the locations indicated being natural is thus fundamentally
misconstrued in the writerʼs opinion and is hence deeply flawed in its constructive use by the Evaluation
Report. As set out in s3.3 below there is far more compelling and more contemporaneous evidence that is
clearly to the contrary.
Love vs Respect

Respecting the mud is one thing but starry eyed ʻloveʼ it is another thing entirely. ʻLearning to love the mudʼ is
frankly absurd and sounds like some sort of marketing spin in the writerʼs opinion. ʻTo whose benefit?ʼ is an
obvious question as is ʻWho coined the expression, when and why?ʼ
ʻLove the mudʼ seems ultimately to be sourced from a NRM North document (TEER Program Education
Series Fact Sheet 10) which pre dates the TEMT report by many months at least. People with strong
associations to NRM North sit on the TEMT committee, took part in the Evaluation process and are coauthors to The Report.

3.3

Yacht Basin Foreshore

Further to the misunderstanding of the word ʻmudʼ on the sketch map, there is ample evidence in both
photographic and written records as well as from consideration of the historical flow rates that the Yacht
Basin shoreline was of coarse sand/pebble. See sB.4.
Joshua Slocumʼs Record

In the journal of Captain Joshua Slocum circa 1900 recording his solo, round the world voyage he describes
his yacht “Spray” as being firmly aground on the shore (apparently either the Margaret St or TYC shoreline).
He writes that he was able to go on and off Spray at all stages of the tide. Slocum was a very experienced
seafarer and his written record does not gel with the shore being covered in the sort of “mud” as is now in
evidence nearby as some would have us accept. His general impressions seems to have been it was most
amenable and suitable for his purpose.
Historic Photographs

Additional evidence in the form of photographs from the late 19th to the early 20th century is in Figures 3
and 4 below clearly showing sand/pebble bottom with boats dried resting firm ground Absolutely no sign or
inference of the “mud” of today.

Figure 3:-

Figure 4:-

Figure 5:-

Figure 6:-

Figures 5 and 6 from later times (refer to the buildings on the Trevallyn escarpment) show children playing
on a foreshore of similar material in the same area. No mud in sight. Would parents allow that today?
Sand from Bass Strait was placed on the eastern shore
to make it more amenable as illustrated by Figure 7.
What would be the point of dumping fine, beach sand
on a thick layer of the sort of soft, almost fluid ʻmudʼ as
now in evidence? As soon as people walked on it their
feet would push the sand into the underlying soft mud
and the whole exercise be confirmed as a complete
folly. Imagine the furore from parents!
It only makes sense if the fine, Bass Strait sand were
placed over a firm base (such as seems evident in
Figures 3 to 6 above) simply in order to improve the
amenity of the beach. It is hardly proof of historical
ʻmudʼ needing covering.
Figure 7:-Beach Sand added to Royal Park Foreshore

Figure 21 of the Evaluation Report asserts that in 1946 there was an accretion of mud and reeds starting to
cover the fine beach sand dumped there. This was pre Trevallyn Dam so not due to South Esk diversion.
Reeds are clearly seen in the photographs above but little evidence of ʻmudʼ. It may simply be that the fine,
beach sand had largely washed away by wind wave action or some high flow events thereby exposing the
underlying coarser sand and pebble.
That said the Examiner article that is the source of Fig 21 calls for more sand to be dumped before the
coming summer so the 1946 problem does not seem to be as exists now. The Fig 21 photograph is taken
from about the same location as those in Figures 5, 6 and 7 above.
Personal Inspection

After the 2016 flood the writer inspected both shores of the Yacht Basin (at TYC and Tamar Marine slipways)
and sand and pebbles were clearly visible. The film of ʻmudʼ had been scoured away and that remained the
case for some months after the flood. Those observations were consistent with the above historic
photographs of the eastern shoreline at low tide and the idea that these shorelines were naturally clean
coarse sand and pebble is consistent with the flow rates and Yacht Basin volume noted in under heading B.4
The ʻVirtual Lakeʼ.
Conclusion

Regarding the Yacht Basin and Seaport areas, the loss of the South Esk flow is the major change from the
old to the new. Changes to Home Point and the Seport itself are of less significance. The broader spectrum
of evidence clearly supports the clean foreshore thesis as does the initial response of BMT WBM in their
assessment of the 2017 Return Canal proposal submission to TEMT.
3.4

Yacht Basin Bathymetry

OʼBrien Misapplied

Fig 42 on page 138 of The Evaluation Report indicates a set of locations where bathymetric data was
collected and then compared with Kiddʼs model. The graph in Fig 43 overleaf seems to indicate lack of
agreement with the OʼBrien form equation “Predicted regime”.
The reality is that the data is for three separate tributaries one of which, the South Esk, is highly anomalous
due to the influence of extremely high flow events passing through the immediately adjacent Cataract Gorge
with is defining and flow distorting geometry. The other two seem to be assigned tidal prism values that do
not reflect the proximity of say the lower North Esk data points to the Yacht Basin. The writer would in no
way expect the Yacht Basin data to conform to. It does not surprise the writer that the anomalously large YB
cross sections have not changed greatly over the period noted as the basic flow regime has not either.
The OʼBrien form equation is a line of best fit for an estuary that conforms to the underlying assumptions of
bottom sediment shearing flow velocity, channel area and tidal prism. It does not model areas where there is
a rock lines channel such as Cataract Gorge or say Whirlpool Reach downstream, they are anomalous to the
formula. Also the parameters of the OʼBrien form equation form can vary from location to location. OʼBrien
(1931) used ! = 4.69!10!! ! !.!" and Foster (1986) used ! = 0.14  10!! ! while BMT WBM (2009) and TEMT
(2021) used ! = 3.1!10!! ! !.!" . OʼBrienʼs expression pertained to estuaries on the west coast of the USA the
writer understands while McAlister et al (2009) advises at page 6-25 that the WBM BMT version is a line of
best fit to some estuaries on the east coast of the Australian mainland.
Clearly an estuarine waterway can have significant deviations from a notional line of best fit when influenced
by incoming tributaries or other anomalous features. It is noted that Fig 6-16 of McAlister et al (2009) has a
number of data points at the lower of the range which clearly vary greatly from the ʻline of best fit. One point
at A = 200 m^2 has P = 2,000,000 m^3 vs the line of best fit 1,000,000 m^3, a 100% deviation! Fig 20 in the
Evaluation Report shows Yacht Basin, North Esk, and Home Reach P-A data points. Re the latter two sets
the deviations from the “Predicted Tidal Regime” curve are 16, 22, 27 and 12% so hardly proof of much
given the WBM source data variations. Clearly the YB data is completely anomalous but that is entirely to be
expected as touched on above and below.
The assumption that a highly anomalous confluence of three waterways should conform to one version of
statistical ʻline of best fitʼ is, to be frank, in the writers opinion, an absurdity. To construct much from this
anomalous situation seems to feed into the ʻlies, damned lies and statisticsʼ sort of critique.
Data Vacuum

On page 63 of the Report it is asserted that:“There is no bathymetric data for the Yacht Basin that is not impacted by the dredging campaigns of the
early 1900ʼs and infilling of Royal Park on which to make the inference that Trevallyn Dam has had a
detrimental effect on bathymetry. “

The writer is happy to accept that statement as correct but just what construction can be placed upon a lack
of historical data? Lack of data from a particular source suggests to the writer that looking for other sources
of information, be they quantitative or qualitative, is in order, not speculation based on a data vacuum.

The lack of un-impacted data is no basis upon which to summarily dismiss what is otherwise a quite
reasonable and rational assertion that the diversion of the very significant South Esk flow to the Tailrace via
the power station is a quantitatively material issue. BMT WBM seem to agree with that notion in their 2017
proposal review. The removal of the ʻvirtual lakeʼ of clean upstream water from the local regime and the
admission on each tide of turbid water from downstream clearly evidences a new mechanism for potentially
reduced bathymetry. Refer to Figures 1 and 2 above.
The summary dismissal of the South Esk diversion effect on the Yacht Basin bathymetry based on the lack
of particular data is, in the writerʼs opinion, shoddy science.
It may well be that the Cataract Gorge geometry does affect the Yacht Basin channel geometry but that does
not exclude the effect of other concurrent mechanisms. The simple fact that the upper estuary has two
feeding rivers of quite different characteristics and flow rates, the idiosyncratic feature of Cataract Gorge as
well as the effect of levees and the Trevallyn Dam and Power Station means the resultant regime behavior is
not a simple and straightforward as a simple estuary with one river at its head.
3.5

Seaport Area Bottom

Refer to the photographs in Figures 8 and 9 below which show vessels aground in about what is now the
Seaport Area and further up the North Esk in the past.

Figure 8:- Seaport area looking east - Historic

Figure 9:- North Esk Waterfront - Historic

These areas were part of the original commercial port also servicing sailing vessels significantly larger than
those shown. The old customs house is located a few hundred metres upstream from the Charles St bridge
and vessels used to berth nearby. Clearly the local bottom was prima facie amenable to that practice.
The vessels shown are clearly sitting on the harbour bottom albeit with some scouring around the larger hulls
in Figure 8 but not sunk down to even their ʻlight shipʼ waterlines. This is fundamentally different from the
current situation where flocculated silt ʻmudʼ dominates the Seaport marina. The lighters and dinghyʼs in
Figure 9 are clearly on a sloping bottom which also evidences a much firmer and far from fluid material than
the current ʻmudʼ.
The only logical conclusion is that the harbour bottom did NOT consist of soft, almost fluid, flocculated silt but
firm sand and perhaps some pebble, maybe with some silt in the mix but not such that it dominated the load
bearing capacity. This is consistent with a regular infusion of clean South Esk water overflowing from from
the Yacht Basin on most tidal cycles. As noted in B.4, the South Esk flow rate would be relatively constant in
the short term whereas the tidal flow rate varies markedly each hour over a tidal cycle.

4

Tailrace Return Canal Proposal - $ummarily Dismissed?

4.1

Introduction

The writer and others have proposed a ʻTailrace Return Canalʼ to return the power station discharge to the
Yacht Basin and recreate the ʻvirtual lakeʼ of clean upstream water that existed there before the Trevallyn
Dam and Power Station were installed in the 50ʼs. Section 11 of the Evaluation Report, Management
Option - a Tailrace Canal, addresses this proposal.
Kidd et al (2017) contained 4 “conceptual solutions” for same. Fig 36 of the Evaluation Report shows a
possible layout apparently based on the first one of those (a) which seems to have been modified by the
authors. This is not expressly attributed but does seem to be the subject of some of the subsequent
evaluation. The Kidd et al (2017) options are first iteration concepts illustrating broad flow options and there
is no associated engineering assessment. Any ʻengineeringʼ evaluation of them is therefore highly
speculative and open to fairly wild assumptions. It is noted that there might be a range of canal geometries

with various characteristics and cost implications. Only a fairly detailed, iterative engineering evaluation could
reasonably winnow out or modify the most prospective versions, which might contain optional elements.
As noted in the introduction hereto, Fig 37 in the Evaluation Report is a concept of same prepared by the
writer earlier this year entitled “Indicative Layout - A1”. The original is an A3 size sheet so some of the text is
difficult to read in the reduced size of Fig 37. A copy of the original pdf is appended hereto together with
version A3 which has some minor adjustments to the annotations to address apparent misunderstandings by
the Evaluation Reportʼs authors.
In its 2017 initial Review of Sedimentation related proposals and recommendations TEMT advised it
had engaged BMT WBM to conduct the review. BMT WBM apparently “agreed with submissions that contended
that increasing flows through the Yacht Basin to displace sediment has merit” and that this was “consistent with the
experience of the Launceston Flood Authority”. The document concluded under heading “Next Steps” with
“TEMT will commission hydraulic modeling to assess the flows necessary to deliver improved sediment mobilization.”

Contrary to apparent assumptions in the Evaluation Report, the ʻvirtual lakeʼ has no solid boundary such as a
weir as speculated by the authors.
There are a number of matters where the Evaluation Report is simply wrong in interpreting aspects of Fig 37
and which lead to quite unreasonable, wrong conclusions and evaluations. These include the assumed weir
to create the ʻvirtual lakeʼ, speculative concerns about power station turbine problems say from impeller
cavitation and cost estimates. The latter are only partly itemised then topped up to present a seemingly
prohibitive cost in the “Evaluation Matrix” in the Executive Summary of the Report. See also s4.5 below.
Finally, the actual canal length in the writerʼs version is about 1.8 not 2.2 km long, leaving about 400 metres
between the discharge point and the Gorge within which existing infrastructure is located. There is no
ʻinterferenceʼ and actually clear room for infrastructure expansion as is clearly indicated on the drawing
4.2

‘Virtual Lake’

Refer also to B4. The writerʼs concept shows the Yacht Basin with annotation “Virtual Lake” (in green) and
the top of Home Reach with annotation of “Tidal Water” (in brown) with a curve (in green) between the
annotations. The curve is not annotated which begs the question why the Report expands at such length on
an assumption that it represents a physical weir. Clearly a weir would be a central feature of the proposed
concept by any rational assessment with all sorts of implications including very significant capital cost not to
mention physically isolating the Seaport Marina from the main waterway. So why was this not clarified by the
Evaluation Reportʼs authors at the outset? This seems way beyond a minor ʻoversightʼ on their part. The
curve in question actually just indicates a notional boundary between the two waterbodies ( tidal and riverine)
the idea of which is illustrated as being quite real by Figure 1.
There was never a weir indicated or annotated on the writerʼs concept drawing and all flow in the conceptʼs
Yacht Basin ʼvirtual lakeʼ is tidal/riverine, i.e. governed by basic hydrodynamics. See also B4 for
quantification of just how far off beam their weir assumption took the authors.
The concept drawing also shows three curved arrows indicating the range of dispersion of the canal outflow
into and out of the Yacht Basin. Again, the Evaluation Reportʼs authors seem to think these are some sort of
directed vectors of flow. The Evaluation Report states (at the bottom of page 128) that
“It is not clear from the design how flow movements of this nature, particularly those moving upstream
into Cataract Gorge would be achieved”

The above quote is followed by:“It is also not clear whether this option assumes some tidal influence remains in the Yacht Basin and
around the Seaport given the presence of the tidal weir.

The writerʼs document is a large scale, overview “concept” that obviously has only a limited amount of detail
included. A 5 minute phone call or an email would have seen these misunderstandings corrected. No contact
was ever made or apparently attempted yet there were well known contact channels including those
provided on the writerʼs original 2017 submission which was on the writerʼs professional letterhead ( See
Appendix F).
4.3

Power Station Effects

The Evaluation Report goes on about the potential effect on the power station from reduced output due to the
Tailrace being at or above spring tide level permanently and also potential ʻcavitationʼ effects on turbine
impellers.
The former issue is a valid point and a mean tidal range increase of say 1.5 metres would mean about a
1.2% loss in net driving pressure (the power station having a nominal static head of say 130 metres) but to
which I would defer to the Hydro on. That said the lake level varies significantly as water passes through the
power station likely further reducing the mean head the turbines experience.
The latter issue, cavitation, is do with highly localised hydrodynamic effects over the surface of a
propeller/impeller blade. It is more likely if power transfer is increased not decreased. Power transfer in this

case is driven by the same net pressure head, in other words, by the writerʼs understanding of the
phenomenon, the risk of cavitation would likely be reduced.
As it happens it is quite clear on the writers drawing annotations that the weir and associated features at the
northern end of the canal are “Optional”, that is possibilities subject to evaluation and assessment as part of
any detailed engineering design which would naturally include the Hydros input and interests. Similar to the
lack of annotation of the assumed weir in the Yacht Basin, the “Optional” nature of these features is not
acknowledged in the Evaluation Report. Again, this seems at best just plain sloppy dealing with evidentiary
material.
Base Flows as discussed in s11.1.2.1 of the Evaluation Report are probably not necessary. The current
managed power station flow regime is probably superior in effect to the hitherto natural flows via the Gorge
vis a vis the maintenance of the virtual lake which would now include the canal itself. If required, appropriate
modelling can be done later as part of a more focussed, engineering evaluation.
4.4

Canal Route, Extent, Slope and Boundaries

At the top of page 132 of the Report it is stated:“It is not clear from the concept drawings how the canal would fit in the space between the highway,
estuary edge and buildings (Tamar Marine and Tamar Rowing Club) or how it will allow for the recreational
trail and commuter cycle route that passes through this area”

The next sentence refers to considerations regarding the “level of water behind the weir”.
Responding to this comment first, the answer is that (as noted above) there is no weir in or near the Yacht
Basin and hence the pertinent water level is, as it is now, governed by the tide and, in terms of the Return
Canal ʻevaluationʼ, this is a matter of no substance.
Regarding “the space between the highway, estuary edge and buildings”, the writerʼs canal concept clearly
terminates well north of the Tamar Marine and TRC facilities. From the scale included on the drawing
(1:10,000) the distance between the canal entrance at mid stream and the TRC buildings is some 250
metres, about where the side access road adjoins the West Tamar Highway. As indicated on the drawing
there is actually room for a whole new marina facility and the writerʼs proposal goes nowhere near the
highway. Again, a complete distraction from reality due entirely to lack of rigour or contact with the writer.
The canal is also clearly shown as increasing in width at its southern end (to about 125 metres) thereby
reducing flow speeds by a factor of about 2.5 so as to mitigate any adverse flow effect on the users of those
nearby facilities.
Through most of its length and particularly the southern half, the writerʼs concept canal is entirely offshore
from the existing shoreline so there is no interference with the walkways etc. The only local disturbance
would be the installation of the retaining wall protecting the shoreline which itself can be moved slightly
offshore so as to minimise and local impact during construction. In the middle part of the canal the walk and
cycle ways may have to be rerouted, a minor consideration. Some safety railings could readily be installed
installed at minor cost as per say those on the Vision documents proposed waterfront walkways. As for
safety aspects vis a vis canal flow speeds, the Tailrace is also a man made waterway and has comparable
or even greater flow speeds so that can be taken as a baseline for safety provisions. Again, hardly a major or
ʻgame changingʼ issue, just a detail design task.
Check the Physics

For some reason it is asserted in the Evaluation Report that the canal must have a fall of some 2 metres over
its length in order for the water to flow sufficiently to handle the Tailrace discharge. As stated above, there is
no weir and both the Yacht Basin and the canal are simply tidal, the same as Home Reach and the Seaport.
As a reality check, equating potential energy with kinetic energy for a frictionless fluid (a la Bernoulli) yields
an estimate for required pressure head, ℎ = ! ! /2!. Fluids have limited friction drag for low flow speeds and
exhibit ʻlaminar flowʼ and the assumption yields a reasonable, ʻball parkʼ first estimate. For a canal flowing at
0.5 m/s this yields a fall required of about 100 mm over the 1.8 km.. For a tidal range of say 3.5 metres
acting over the 70 km estuary, the equivalent ʻfallʼ is 90 mm over 1.8 km. Clearly is takes only a tiny slope to
get fluid moving at a material rate according to the laws of physics. The ʻEvaluationʼ Report is out by a factor
of some 2000%! Surely this indicates something quite awry to say the least.
4.5

Costing

The writer consulted a client engaged in civil marine construction, i.e. pile driving, wharf and retaining wall
construction etc, for basic cost estimates for sheet piling to form the walls of the proposed canal and came
up with an estimate in the range $30 to $50 million dollars. He also sought advice from others with
experience in the area as to the costs of pile driving and of retaining wall structural design which confirmed
the above budget range. This roughly accords with the Evaluation Report estimate and that of others.
The Evaluation Report itemisation is limited and consists of $50 million for the sheet piling, $70 million for the
excavation plus “tens of millions for other tasks” then leaps to total of $250 million. Allowing say $30 million for

the “other tasks” implies a $100 million contingenc. By comparison the Reportʼs companion, the “Vision”
document, estimates the cost for 3 - 4 kM of new waterfront walkways as $10 million which seems quite
modest and hardly inflated.
The writer estimates the amount of excavation for an 1.8 km canal, 50 metres wide by 5 metres deep for the
0.4 km in way of the existing shore and 3 metres deep for the 1.400 km in way of the mud banks as 310,000
cubic metres vs 400,000 in the Report. The excavation method for the latter portion at least could readily be
by dredging/raking/prop washing progressively during construction which would have much the same effect
as flood scouring. By the Reportʼs estimate probably 3/4 of the $70 million ʻbudgetʼ but say $50 million dollars
of cost could be saved compared to a 100% conventional excavation, removal and treatment program. The
adjusted report budget, excluding the $100 million ʻcontingencyʼ is then about $50 + $20 -+ $30 = $100
million and similar to the writerʼs estimate after allowing for some excavation cost at The Reportʼs rate and a
similar contingency for “other items”
There is mention in the Evaluation Report of removing the West Tamar silt ponds and returning them to tidal
flats and this would add a large cost element to the task. This is not part of the writerʼs proposal and the
canal itself provides more than a comparable amount of extra tidal prism notwithstanding there is some tidal
prism effectively transferred from Home Reach to the canal, say about 100,000 to 140,000 cubic metres.
It seems to the writer that the $250 million figure is somewhat confected and was certainly not arrived at after
any consultation with the writer. It does have a compellingly negative impact when viewed in the rather luridly
coloured spreadsheet in The Evaluation Reportʼs Executive Summary

Appendix A - The Writer
The writer has been involved with this issue since late 2012 both independently and in conjunction with
Professor Jenny Davis and Dr Ian Kidd. He has prepared his own concept of a Tailrace Canal, a version of
which (A1) is included at Figure 37 of The Report. He was a co-author of the Kidd et al (2017) paper referred
to in The Report.
A yachtsman of many years experience, he has undertaken significant sea voyages in Western Australia, SE
Australia and a crossing of the Tasman in 30ʼ - 50ʼ yachts. He has gone aground on a number of shallow
banks and come close to going aground of rocks or reefs and thus has a visceral appreciation of what
matters in such circumstances. See s3.2 for context.
A naval architect by profession, i.e. an engineer engaged in the design of floating craft from barges and
pontoons to fishing vessels and ferries including monohulls, catamarans and high speed vessels. He holds a
B. Eng in Naval Architecture from UNSW which includes the study of, inter alia, hydrodynamics albeit in
relation to vessel resistance, wavemaking and motions and related lifting surfaces etc.
He taught at AMC for a decade or more and was the first to actively use the Shipflow computational fluid
dynamics package when the College acquired it in the late nineties. He used it in the hull shape design of a
large catamaran ferry built at the Ship Lift in Launceston as well as on behalf of AMC Search for some of
their early research commissions. Suffice to say he has a good understanding of fluid flow including aspects
of tidal regimes both in a practical and mathematical sense.
He spent the first years of his professional career (1979 to mid 80ʼs) working in the now Seaport area and at
Kingʼs Wharf and is familiar with the ʻmudʼ, its prevalence and the dredging operations conducted by the PLA
and others as well as designing dredges and some heavy duty floating plant.
Through the 90ʼs he also operated a commercial diving business servicing the various port authorities and
the Hydro with inspection and construction assistance among other commercial/industrial tasks. More
recently in his naval architecture practice he has worked closely with civil marine contractors in work barge
design including for dredging, excavating, pile driving and similar specialized equipment.

Appendix B - Pertinent Basics
B.1

Tidal Prism and Consequences

An estuary is by definition a waterway where a volume of water, the ʻtidal prismʼ, must flow in then out over
each tidal cycle. The tidal prism in turn defines the size of the channel section area since the flow velocity
governs whether sedimentation settles on or is scoured from the channel bed to reach an equilibrium size.
Early research in this field such as OʼBrien (1931) revealed that the spring tides in particular are the critical
phenomenon in determining the tidal flow regime outcome. There is a clearly indicative relationship between
channel size and tidal prism, acknowledged on page 59 of the Evaluation Report, which derives from that
early research and which was used in both the Foster et al (1986) and McAlister et al (2009) reports. See
also s3.4.
It its well understood that the removal of intertidal flats, e.g. such as in the North Esk or Invermay etc, greatly
diminishes the spring tide ʻprismʼ and thus reduces the material flow velocity. This is a fundamental issue in
respect of sedimentation management and hence the channel area capable of being maintained.
Conversely, over dredging of the channel has the effect of encouraging sedimentation given the same tidal
prism. Having the two issues compound with each other only ʻturbochargesʼ the rate of sedimentation.
Another aspect of the tidal regime is that, similar to long term compound interest, it has a cumulative effect
downstream. The estimated 1,500,000 cubic metres lost historically from the North Esk valley alone reduces
the channel area and tidal prism at every point from say the Tamar St bridge all the way to Bass Strait and
with compounding effect and not just a constant deduction.
. The Churchill Park area was also once tidal wetland but reclaimed more recently after the Council tip there
passed its use by date. The Invermay area was also leveed off from the tidal regime but the effect is manifest
more downstream from the main waterfront area.
B.2

Some Historical Perspective

Historic dredging left the channel oversize for the reduced tidal prism to maintain which meant that
sedimentation would tend to increase heading towards some new equilibrium with reduced channel area.
Geometric changes to the foreshore means that some sedimentation would also occur in places where it was
hitherto absent or less evident.
The fact that the upper reaches were a commercial port for most of the past two centuries perhaps explains
why there is a lack of awareness about the significance of the tidal regimeʼs role in maintaining the channel
area. As levees reduced the tidal effect and vessels also got larger in the later 19th century, dredging was
introduced with a commercial imperative and just became the ʻnew normalʼ. It would reasonably act as a ʻfig
leafʼ to the reality of the negative effect of the levees.
It is noted that the appeal of the North Esk valley as prospective farming land, considered at the time to be
superior to that available near Parramatta in NSW, was a key reason we are left with the consequences of
the early settlers actions. In other words two strong historical narratives drove historical decision making.
B.3

The ‘Mud’

The other basic, underlying consideration is that what we see in the upper reaches of the waterway as ʻmudʼ
on the river edges and in dead corners is not silt delivered directly from upstream. It is in fact ʻflocculatedʼ silt,
that is fine upstream silt that has interacted chemically with the salt water further downstream where it forms
larger particle sizes that quite readily settle out in the low flow speed zones.
Greater amounts of silt entering the waterway does not directly make for greater mud deposits as the
channel size is ultimately governed by the tidal regime except where there are anomalous effects such as
the Yacht Basin.. Any excess above what the tidal regime permits to settle out still gets flushed downstream.
However, greater deposits of ʻmudʼ in the upper parts of the waterway, say from Rosevears upstream,
probably affects the rate at which the it returns upstream when the tidal regime is diminished in capacity, be
it by over dredging or building levees.
This matter is elaborated on under heading 3.2 ʻMud” - Some basic Misunderstandings .
B.4

The ‘Virtual Lake’

The notion of the ʻvirtual lakeʼ is clearly illustrated by the clear change in water colour illustrated in Figure 1.
The writer first came up with the term after seeing the photograph in question. Essentially two bodies of
water meet each other and adjust their movement without much mixing due to the low flow speeds involved.
This is due to what is known as laminar flow as distinct from turbulent flow which is a feature of higher flow
speeds and which facilitates mixing.
Going to the mechanism that forms the virtual lake, there is an anomalous/bespoke aspect to the upper
kanamaluka waterway where historically the much larger flow of the South Esk entered via Cataract Gorge.
This includes the effect of the geometry and size of the Cataract Gorge flow at its discharge point (Kingʼs

Bridge) and then altering shape as it disperses downstream into the tidal dominated waterway. The
Evaluation Report discusses this. Flood events have carved out what is referred to as the Yacht Basin which
has a tidal prism by itself of about 300,000 cubic metres. This waterbody contributes to the tidal regime
primarily downstream from the Yacht Basin, its own size being determined much more by the anomalous
influence of the Cataract Gorge discharge than purely tidal factors.
With the South Esk in its historic state delivering an annual average of some 30 cubic metres per second
(cumecs), the Yacht Basin could fill with clean upstream water in less than 3 hours (300,000 / 30x60x60 =
2.8 hours) allowing the excess to push out tidal water in adjacent parts of the waterway, typically the now
Seaport area. Even in periods of low flow, the basin itself can generally be kept full of clean water, at least to
the extent that no significant amount of mud would accumulate and where local wind wave action acting on
the shoreline can at least keep the foreshore in the upper range of the tide relatively clear of mud. There may
have been periods of low Gorge flow and some mud accumulation but they would be relatively short,
producing only thin cover that was soon flushed away under subsequent average and high flow periods.
The average flow via the Tailrace now is more like 40 cumecs or more (the writer has seen 50 cumecs cited),
largely thanks to the contribution from Great Lake via Poatina, which can fill the Yacht Basin plus the Return
Canal of about the same size in a period of a little over 4 hours (600,000 / 40x60x60 = 4.2 hours). The
surplus flow would still naturally flow around to the Seaport area to fill say a further 250,000 cubic metres of
waterway over the flood tide period.
Rule of Twelfths

Going to the mechanics of the ʻvirtual lakeʼ to quantify the relative flow rates over the tidal cycle, the ʻRule of
Twelfthsʼ, familiar to many seafarers, broadly applies over the 6 hours of each half cycle to the change in
tidal height. The associated flow rates vary commensurately. The rule that in each of the nominally 6
successive hours of the tide that the water level rises or falls by 1, 2, 3, 3, 2 and 1 twelfths of the total tidal
range (1, 2, 3, 3, 2 and 1 add up to 12). The South Esk (or Return Canal) flow would dominate in the first and
last two hours of the cycle and about break even in the middle two hours.
The consequence of this is that clean South Esk water could initially form a clean water layer over the North
Esk bottom that would be maintained throughout the tide due to lack of mixing between the two low speed,
laminar flow waterbodies (clean riverine and tyrbid tidal). This mechanism provides a logical reason why the
river bottom in the Seaport area was historically more coarse sand and pebble in nature albeit probably with
some ʻmudʼ mixed in as a minor component due to low flow periods. The writer has heard first hand evidence
from a person who worked at the dock in the post war years (now under the Seaportʼs Peppers hotel) and
before the dam was built, that it was not uncommon for personnel to take a walk on the bottom at low tide
say after lunch or smoko and that the bottom was coarse sand and pebble.
Figures 8 and 9 also indicate that historically there was clean, non turbid water in the now Seaport area and
clearly contradicts the notion that the ʻmudʼ was ʻnaturalʼ at anywhere near current levels in this area in the
past. The contemporary vessels (the writerʼs own vessel is one of them) settle to almost their natural
waterlines indicating minimal support by the mud and moreover there is little evidence of scouring around the
hulls. The bottom material now is fundamentally different. There are other historic photographs the writer has
seen that confirm the his understanding of Figures 8 and 9.
Mud = No Port

Stepping back in time so to speak, it does not take much thought to consider that if the Seaport area was
historically full of mud at the levels it is now then the area would not have been of much use as a port. Being
fairly ruthless pragmatists, sailing seafarers would not have ʻloved the mudʼ. Given the local tidal range,
without the presence of firm bottom at the wharf berths in lieu of the mud found elsewhare nearby, seafarers
would have, in the writerʼs opinion, just laughed at the prospect of Launceston as a viable port as it had
enough access difficulties just from being so far upstream.
To Conclude

There is no need for 3D hydrodynamic modeling to reveal the virtual lake as a possibility, the above ʻback of
an envelopeʼ assessment is sufficient for the elementary analysis. Taken together with the range of other
evidence it seems clear that the possibility that the ʻmudʼ is not natural in the Yacht Basin or Seaport area
and thus there is thus no scientific basis to ʻlearn to love itʼ. 3D modeling could quantify matters though.
Core samples taken say on the Royal Park shore and in the Seaport area might confirm what the bottom
composition actually is under the mud layer now evident and put and end to the matter one way or the other.
B.5

Raking and Dredging

These activities can only be short term ʻmaintenanceʼ tasks, can never be a permanent fix to the primary
cause which in this case regarding sedimentation is the greatly reduced tidal flushing capacity, particularly of
the North Esk as illustrated by Fig 7 of the EvaluationReport.

That said, they are rational actions in the shorter term, such as to maintain access to the Seaport just as they
were used to maintain the commercial port in times past. The City conducts many such tasks in lieu of
alternative arrangements to manage particular issues or prescribes actions that citizens and ratepayers must
undertake, raking leaves, sweeping the streets and gutters, collects garbage etc.
It is also quite rational to use raking or dredging as a short term part of some larger, strategic action in much
the same way that building, road or bridge foundations are excavated etc. All these actions come with OH&S
and environmental risks as a matter of course but these are generally manageable and the required
expertise, methodologies and equipment readily available.

Appendices C, D & E
Appendix C Tailrace Return Canal Concept - Indicative Layout – A1
See attached

Appendix D Tailrace Return Canal Concept - Indicative Layout – A3
See attached

Appendix E Tailrace Return Canal Concept - Canal Geometries &
Bankment Concepts
See attached

Appendix F

The Writerʼs 2017 submission to TEMT
See attached

